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Semifinals

game 1 See Draft Watch VOD
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game 2 See Draft Watch VOD

game 3 See Draft Watch VOD

3 - 1

game 4 See Draft Watch VOD

https://draftlol.dawe.gg/2oBYbcCr/wDrDJunk
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1915907024
https://draftlol.dawe.gg/Ywfc-8z7/iqwOXAsU
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game 2 See Draft Watch VOD

game 3 See Draft Watch VOD

1 - 3

game 4 See Draft Watch VOD

https://draftlol.dawe.gg/Wf3sImFn
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1915907886
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FP 0

BBZ 3

YUBI 3

INT 1
vs vs

AWE 1

BBZ 3

OVS 3

YUBI 1
vs vs

OVS 0

BBZ 0
vs



show me the

JeffStatz©
by JeffGodGamer & Utility Monster

Season 7 Heroic League
Regular Season Stat Leaders
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STAT LEADERBOARD
HEROIC REGULAR SEASON

BLACKPINK Trash

Musicboy

maTsTaT

Pag Troppus

Jacoonk

Swiifty

thelimster

Champion Red

KennyHammerspike

Kennytrain

FP

AWE

OVS

INT

FP

OVS

OVS

BBZ

INT

FP

9.33

6.35

5.52

4.74

4.62

4.60

4.54

4.23

4.15

4.07

8

9

12

13

12

16

16

14

12

14

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

KDA Leaders KDA Games

Jacoonk

BoExplode87

PTP Gandwarf

Kennytrain

AMID

TheProDH

PTP ThreshLight

PTP Vaynal

Dakks

HeWhoSlopps

FP

INT

PTP

FP

AWE

PTP

PTP

PTP

BBZ

INT

75.66%

75.40%

73.60%

73.06%

72.84%

71.51%

70.59%

68.52%

67.91%

67.20%

12

15

12

14

10

11

8

11

13

16

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Kill Participation Leaders KP% Games

Raptearer

jacobdudar2

Freedom Potatoes

p1plup

HeWhoSlopps

Swiifty

Kennytrain

Dakks

Fire Mana

BoExplode87

FP

BBZ

OVS

ASG

INT

OVS

FP

BBZ

BBZ

INT

65

64

64

61

61

59

51

50

50

48

14

13

14

14

16

16

14

13

13

15

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Flashes Used Flashes Games

Jacoonk

maTsTaT

Lfrith

thelimster

Psweezy

Lindbloom

AMID

Freedom Potatoes

P0tat0Fries

Dakks

FP

OVS

OVS

OVS

PWH

ASG

AWE

OVS

ASG

BBZ

+23.2

+16.1

+15.7

+13.9

+13.4

+12.3

+11.0

+9.9

+9.3

+8.7

12

12

9

16

9

12

10

14

12

13

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Average CSD@15 CSD Games
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STAT LEADERBOARD
HEROIC REGULAR SEASON

AMID

Jacoonk

KennyHammerspike

Champion Red

Lindbloom

maTsTaT

Swiifty

PTP Vaynal

Pag Troppus

Inavii

AWE

FP

INT

BBZ

ASG

OVS

OVS

PTP

INT

YUBI

11.80

8.25

7.83

6.07

5.83

5.83

5.56

5.55

5.46

5.46

10

12

12

14

12

12

16

11

13

13

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Kills per Game KPG Games

BLACKPINK Trash

Musicboy

maTsTaT

thelimster

Lfrith

StormBlesse

P0tat0Fries

Pag Troppus

Jafy

Swiifty

FP

AWE

OVS

OVS

OVS

FP

ASG

INT

BBZ

OVS

1.13

1.89

2.08

2.31

2.33

2.43

2.58

2.62

2.77

3.00

8

9

12

16

9

14

12

13

13

16

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Deaths per Game DPG Games

Oriri

p1plup

HeWhoSlopps

BoExplode87

PTP ThreshLight

Dakks

jacobdudar2

Crimzs

Raptearer

Freedom Potatoes

AWE

ASG

INT

INT

PTP

BBZ

BBZ

AWE

FP

OVS

13.18

12.21

12.19

11.67

10.88

10.77

10.62

10.27

9.93

9.36

11

14

16

15

8

13

13

11

14

14

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Assists per Game APG Games

Raptearer

PTP ThreshLight

Zenzen

p1plup

KrazayJ

Oriri

HeWhoSlopps

jacobdudar2

Freedom Potatoes

Skarloey

FP

PTP

YUBI

ASG

OA

AWE

INT

BBZ

OVS

OVS

2.75

2.58

2.36

2.18

2.14

2.13

2.13

1.97

1.58

1.53

14

8

8

14

7

11

16

13

14

7

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

Vision Score per Minute VSPM Games
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OverSoul Esports

Graduated from UC Santa Cruz in December of 2021, now working in marketing for a 
renewable energy software & consulting firm in Boulder, CO. Love playing soccer.

thelimsterTOP

My name’s Ross, I’m 26, live in NYC. I actually started out playing amateur 
competitive LoL at a gaming café in Chinatown about 7 years ago. I work as an MEP 
Project Manager (MEP stands for mechanical, electrical, plumbing) for a Construction 
Company - I majored in electrical engineering at Union College and have done 
engineering in the construction industry in Manhattan since I graduated. I’m actually 
fully staffed on a 76-story, 1,000 ft supertall next to Grand Central in Midtown right 
now, which is something that I’m really proud to be doing but it’s also daunting in 
that it’s probably the largest building I’ll ever be responsible for building.

Outside of absolutely tearing it up on the Rift I play softball and do a lot of singing. I 
grew up doing theatre (my twin ended up getting his BFA in Acting), and while I don’t 
really have the time to perform in that capacity anymore I still really enjoy showing 
off at karaoke and singing with my twin for the fun of it. I’m fairly certain Chris and 
Brendan got to catch some of me singing for no reason during game comms against 
YUBI. Entertaining and performing is something I don’t get to do a lot in my adult 
life (particularly when my career is the antithesis of it) so I can and will use any and 
every opportunity to be the center of attention.

SwiiftyJNG

You’ve played eleven weeks of Friend or Foe so far, 
yet some of us don’t know a whole lot about you yet 
outside of the game. Can you tell us a little bit about 
yourself when you’re not playing in FoF?

1.
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Outside of FoF, I work at Stanford as a scientist, though a career in game 
development or esports also sounds pretty neat to me. I produce electronic music 
and DJ from time to time as well, and love exploring new music - I hit the maximum 
number of songs Spotify will let you put in a playlist (which is 10,000) and had to 
make a new one because of it. I also like playing shooter games like VALORANT and 
Apex Legends, and strategy games like Civ and XCOM.

Also a fun fact: thelimster, maTsTaT and I all grew up on the same block as kids.

Freedom PotatoesMID

I’m currently what’s called an “AT” (aviation electronics technician) in the US Navy 
living in Jacksonville, FL. Where I call home though is the Bay Area in California. I 
grew up 15 minutes south of San Francisco in a city called San Mateo. I would say my 
main hobbies are sports and video games, though I have recently took up bouldering 
thanks to Jamie and I have been doing that a lot as well. I love beaches as well, as I 
have always lived close to the water. I get out of the Navy this coming January and 
am hoping to secure a job somewhere in California or go back to school there.   

MaTsTaTBOT

I’ve done Case Picking for Ryder the past 9 months and was very fortunate enough 
to get a promotion to Warehouse Coordinator through my hard work, organizational 
skills, and attention to detail. I’m not quite sure if climbing the ladder there is exactly 
what I want to do with my life, However it’s been a good ride there so far so who 
knows.

SkarloeySUP

I spend time with my new born and my 3 dogs (and sometimes my wife too I guess). 
Play a lot of video games in my free time and read a lot of manga.

LfrithSUB
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OverSoul Esports

First game against YUBI where we won in ~24 minutes was very memorable. First 
loss against Asura in Week 1 is also memorable cause it humbled us a bit. Most 
memorable moment of season so far is definitely our Semifinal series last week.

thelimsterTOP

The most memorable moment for me has to be the Trundle penta against Art of 
War. I know in FoF I’m known for my Volibear (which truthfully is probably the one 
champ I’ve truly “mastered”), but a lot of the wider amateur League scene knows me 
for my Trundle - in all honesty Trundle is my favorite champion. It’s a bit of a niche 
pick, and certainly not known for dropping pentakills. So to have a moment like that 
memorialized in a VOD and for it to be on the champ I first gained some notoriety 
for, against a team that we needed to beat to take first seed felt amazing.

Another moment that felt really good was stealing Baron off Utility Monster in 
semifinals. I sort of made my name known when I first entered FoF in season 5 when I 
took like 6 objectives from him while on New Wave Tsunami to deliver them their first 
loss of the season, so to have that bookend moment to end YUBI’s legacy and steal 
that Baron felt really awesome. I didn’t want to harp on it or anything after game 
because probably most people besides Josh and I wouldn’t even remember but 
when that happened I just knew that in that moment, he and I were both thinking the 
same thing.

SwiiftyJNG

You’ve officially gone as far as a team can go in a 
Friend or Foe season. What are your most memorable 
moments from this season?2.
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My most memorable moments would probably be Swiifty’s Trundle penta, since it 
was such cool way to close out a high-stakes game for us, and more recently our 
final teamfight win against YUBI was exhilarating since it meant us making finals. Our 
whole team was also kind of losing our minds watching BBZ take down AWE since we 
expected the series to go the other way, so that was pretty exciting!

Freedom PotatoesMID

This has been honestly been quite a ride. This has been my first time competing in 
a league and it has been very rewarding. I wouldn’t be able to pick a single or few 
moments of memory, all I can say was I took something new and fun away from each 
part. Qualifiers were fun because it was new for me and the anticipation of seeing 
how me and my team stacked up was really high. Regular season was a grind which 
I loved. Practicing with the team, trying out different supports until finally getting one 
we felt was the right fit was interesting for sure. Making sure we were bringing our 
A game every week so we can smash everyone. Playoffs have been fun to watch as 
well as partake in as well. The anticipation has been high and it has been enjoyable 
feeling like I am playing for something more, with people I care about. 

MaTsTaTBOT

Winning versus YUBI was my most memorable moment, it was our first Best-of-5 as a 
team and I felt like I played very well in Game 4. I played lane phase quite well, and I 
helped my team take over the game.

SkarloeySUP

Being the “6th” man for a team is a cool experience. I got to fill in for a lot more 
games than we originally anticipated but the most memorable moments are getting 
to lock in Naafiri and then my trist game where I just took like 5 towers early on.

LfrithSUB
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OverSoul Esports

The community is great, and lots of effort clearly goes into producing and operating 
the league. I enjoyed the self-fulfilling prophecy of Oriri freaking out about drawing 
red in semifinals and then losing to BBZ. In general, this format of league, where 
you can scout your opponents and plan for weeks before a game, is super fun and 
rewarding.

thelimsterTOP

This has been my favorite split of competitive LoL I think I’ve ever played. I’m a 
seasoned veteran of a lot of other leagues but this is only my second time returning 
to FoF after my time with New Wave Tsunami. I’ve always wanted to come back just 
because of how much fun I had last time (even with NWT being a pretty dang awful 
team). I came halfway through the season, was immediately welcomed into the 
community and the “storyline.” After NWT’s run ended I knew I had to come back, 
and I’m so glad I did.

SwiiftyJNG

You are the new kids in our season, so tell us, now 
that you’re at the end, what’d you think?3.

Being new to the league and organized play in general, this has been the best 
introduction I could’ve asked for! It’s seriously been one of the most fun things I’ve 
ever put my time into. Prepping for games, watching other teams play and seeing all 
the work that is put into the show, and of course duking it out with other teams on 
the rift is probably my favorite part of the week.

Freedom PotatoesMID
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I thought the season was for the most part really well run. There were some 
unavoidable moments with scheduling which is definitely understandable but 
other than that it was great. Things like doing interviews as well as having an excel 
spreadsheet of all the players stats was cool to see. 

MaTsTaTBOT

I’ve expressed this many times, This league has been my favorite league I’ve ever 
competed in. The broadcast was great, I loved the waiting screen art and the custom 
music. FoF Connect was really cool. And overall the amount of content produced 
was phenomenal. I’m personally not a big fan of the traditional league format (8-9 
weeks bo1) and would love to see something different from the replacement for FoF. 
(Something like the LEC format with bo1s for 3 weeks, bo3s for a couple weeks, then 
bo5s. and have promotion/relegation for weaker teams.)

SkarloeySUP

Swiifty and I have played in quite a few leagues before, I personally think FoF’s 
production value is really high in relation to a lot of the am leagues I have had the 
opportunity to play in. I feel like the community was pretty tight knit and cool people 
as well which was fun to be a part of.

LfrithSUB

OverSoul Esports

MVP votes are about to be tallied. Who do you think 
deserves Season MVP the most?4.
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Swiifty

thelimsterTOP

This is a bit of a tricky one to answer. And I think there’s three people that come to 
mind for me.

I think if you ask different people they would qualify “most valuable” slightly 
differently. I think there’s an argument for a player like AMID, as AWE basically one 
and lost by him. He was THE carry of that team and pulled arguably the most weight 
out of any player in the league. However, I wouldn’t call him the MVP. In my opinion, 
the MVP doesn’t lose those Akali games in the BBZ series, and quite honestly he 
threw the game for Art of War. 

I know it may be a bit of a cop-out but the next two are OVS players. I think Liam 
(thelimster) absolutely deserves to be in discussion for MVP. I think in a league filled 
with some really impressive top laners, for him to look that good above the rest and 
consistently be ahead and winning 1v2’s and soak up extraordinary amounts of 
pressure is insane. Not only is his play incredible, but he’s also an amazing teammate. 
He’s the first guy to say “hell yeah, good job man.” He’ s the last guy to tilt on the 
team. He’s a top laner who takes initiative and is an active part of shotcalling and 
communications. He’s quite literally the whole package, and has been pulling an 
incredible amount of weight on OVS. Without Liam, OVS would be nowhere near as 
successful as we are right now. And while I think every one of my guys plays a key 
role in that, Liam’s our rock - the foundation of the house of OverSoul.

I don’t want to be that guy, but I would also like to make an argument for myself. 
While I don’t think my competition is as tough as Liam’s I do think I’ve stood out high 
and above every other jungle in FoF this season. I don’t know if there’s anyone else 
who can match my pace of play and decision making, and have the mechanical 
ability to back it all up. I think a big part of what makes OverSoul scary is myself, as 
we might be the one team with a jungler who puts his foot on the gas and makes 
aggressive proactive plays and then doesn’t let up...

SwiiftyJNG
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My vote would personally go to Swiifty. Performing well each week while also being 
available each and every week has been huge for us. Not to mention being our 
captain as well, making sure we all knew the schedule and where to find it as well as 
where to be.  

MaTsTaTBOT

Everyone’s MVP definition is different, outside of anyone on my team, I’d say AMID. I 
don’t think AWE is the same team if they don’t have him. Including our team, I’d say 
Swiifty

SkarloeySUP

I think if we are looking at pre-playoffs I feel AMID brought a lot of value to AoW. 

LfrithSUB

I think there’s an argument to be made for AMID as regular season MVP, as I think 
AWE’s performance rode very strongly on how AMID performed, and in almost every 
game he was a very solid performer. On the other hand, in the BBZ playoff series, he 
looked a lot shakier.

Overall, I would probably give it to our very own toplaner, thelimster. Obviously 
there’s some team bias coming in there, but he has been almost absurdly consistent 
for us, pretty much never losing lane and finding great success in the late game too. 

Freedom PotatoesMID

I’ve had the most MVP games on the season, highest KDA of any jungler, sit high on 
the leaderboards for nearly every stat, a Trundle Pentakill, I’ve captained a group 
of brand new players to a Finals appearance and possibly a Championship title, 
and even had to put my foot down and stand up for my team in the wake of some 
out-of-game adversity (Chris knows). I don’t think there’s another player, let alone 
another jungler, who can say they’ve done what I have. I’m sure all of this probably 
sounds conceited as hell, but I’d be lying if I say I wasn’t immensely proud of myself 
for everything I have done this season.
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OverSoul Esports

Checking op.gg every day to see if Jafy/other BBZ members are cooking up spicy 
picks. Jafy has played lots of Malph and some Illaoi recently, but I’m confident 
against both. I don’t think he’s confident enough to pull out Illaoi in finals, and his 
Malph build is the no-damage Comet/Frostfire build that Renekton should do fine 
into.

thelimsterTOP

Well as a team, we are obviously doing our draft prep and VOD review homework. 
But personally I’ve just been playing some solo queue games to adjust to new patch 
changes and trying to generally take it easy. I’m aiming to not psych myself out prior 
to the Best of 5.

SwiiftyJNG

How are you personally preparing for this final 
match?5.

I’m gonna get a proper night’s sleep, for one - for probably 80% of our season’s 
games, I had to wake up extra early so that I could take off of work in time for the 
games. I’ve also been playing some ranked flex and solo/duo. I actually had a 
bonkers 12-game winstreak, though I finally lost it a few days ago. I’ve been testing 
some new picks in scrims too, to be ready for anything.

Freedom PotatoesMID
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Solo queue, Flex queue. Scheming up drafts with my team. 

MaTsTaTBOT

I’ve spent my entire free time for the finals, I made a scouting document for BBZ 
which includes their drafts and VODS from all of their games, as well as some other 
information. Other than that, I’ve been playing soloQ.

SkarloeySUP

I just play games at night when the baby is sleeping to keep the hands good and 
check in with the team to see if they need anything. I do not think this match needs a 
bunch of special preparation per se. But that’s also the 6th man benefit, everything 
is a bit lower stress until the phone rings.

LfrithSUB

OverSoul Esports

There is one last best-of-five left for you. What score 
do you predict?6.

3-1 OVS

thelimsterTOP

I think I said 3-0 for us in the interview, but in all reality I think it’ll be a 3-1. BBZ is a 
good team, and they definitely can take games off us. But at the end of the day it’s 
gonna be OVS on top. 

SwiiftyJNG
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Last series, I predicted a 3-0, and then we lost a game. So I’m gonna predict a 3-1, 
and hope that I’m wrong ;)

Freedom PotatoesMID

3-1 OVS

MaTsTaTBOT

3-0 OVS, In our series vs YUBI, We were heavily egoing, especially in Game 3 where 
we ended up losing. We learned to respect our opponents more in series like this, 
and I don’t think we’ll make the same mistake vs BBZ.

SkarloeySUP

I think 3-1 OVS is the likely outcome. But I think these will be some of the better 
games we have seen this season, so I am not expecting a hard stomp 3-1 or 
anything.

LfrithSUB

OverSoul Esports

When all this is over and Friend or Foe concludes 
it’s time on the internet, will you still be competing 
elsewhere? What’s next for you in esports? Will you 
try out other Leagues?

6.
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We’ll definitely look to continue competing. This is our first season together and we’re 
all enjoying it lots.

thelimsterTOP

Of course I will. Hopefully a championship title will help put OverSoul Esports on the 
map a little more, and my boys can take our talents to Aegis or Titan or wherever. I 
think we found something really special with this group of guys and to only play one 
season would be a waste.

SwiiftyJNG

We’re planning on sticking together and playing in another league. If we can grind 
ranked hard enough we might see if we can hang in a league with some diamonds in 
it; where exactly is still up in the air though. 

Freedom PotatoesMID

My goal is to move up into a harder league and compete there, ideally with the same 
team we have now

MaTsTaTBOT

The plan after FoF is to stay as a team and look for another league to conquer, as 
well as finding a coach to help us unlock our full potential. I genuinely think we found 
something special as a team and think we can go far in other leagues in the future.

SkarloeySUP

I would like to keep competing elsewhere, but its definitely hard to devote the time 
needed to perform when you have a new born. 

LfrithSUB
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OverSoul Esports

Thanks to the FoF team and community for this great season!

thelimsterTOP

This has been the single greatest competitive League of Legends experience I’ve 
had, in the nearly 7 (?) years I’ve been doing it. Thank you guys so much not only for 
putting this dope ass experience together, but having our backs outside of game 
as well. All of my guys are incredibly grateful for the experience here, and for our 
player(s) that may have felt targeted by some unfortunate stuff outside of game, 
knowing that Chris and Brendan and the team were supporting us and willing to 
work with us meant a lot. Y’all kick ass.

SwiiftyJNG

Lastly, is there anything you’d like to say before the 
final official match begins?7.

I feel like a lot of people have been sleeping on us since the start of the season, but 
on Monday they’re finally going to wake up.

Freedom PotatoesMID
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thelimster is the best top in the league
swiifty is the best jungler in the league
freedompotatoes is the best mid in the league 
I am the best adc in the league
Skarloey is the best support in the league
Keep giving swiifty volibear
Valar morghulis

MaTsTaTBOT

I just think its wild that our starting roster is the best team in the league, and that 
doesnt change even if we start subbing people in and out. Im confident OVS wins this 
series without me even needing to play, but I think BBZ should prep for the 6th man 
anyways.

LfrithSUB
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Blue Bayou Zoo

Other than League of Legends, I am currently playing Blasphemous 2, Remnant 2, 
and Marvel Snap. I used to play a lot of Call of Duty, but the past few years have 
been really bad in my opinion. The next CoD might be the first one I won’t buy ever 
since I started playing, which was CoD4.

I also work in IT, so I’m always around computers and anything tech related. I got 
into computers ever since I bought my first PC off of my older brother and been 
upgrading the parts ever since. That was a little over 10 years ago when I was still in 
high school.

JafyTOP

You’ve played eleven weeks of Friend or Foe so far, 
yet some of us don’t know a whole lot about you yet 
outside of the game. Can you tell us a little bit about 
yourself when you’re not playing in FoF?

1.

I’m fairly certain that I’m one of the youngest players in FoF at the moment at 20. 
I’m a student attending a community college, majoring in anthropology, and set to 
transfer into a four-year program next year. I also work part-time in a Cafe that’s 
attached to my city’s public library. 

Fire ManaMID

Im a software engineer. I like to play video games when Im not at work. I mostly play 
strategy games but like to play league with friends.

Jacobdudar2SUP

BBZ Dakks unfortunately could not respond to an interview at this time
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Blue Bayou Zoo

The one game I was able to play Gangplank was pretty memorable. It was also 
the first game of the season, and I was super surprised it got through. After that, it 
was banned pretty much every game. It’s funny because I was planning on playing 
unique champs every game, so every team after our first game didn’t even need to 
ban Gangplank. It was always fun to see that ban.

JafyTOP

You’ve officially gone as far as a team can go in a 
Friend or Foe season. What are your most memorable 
moments from this season?2.

It’s hard to think of really specific moments because I’ve honestly enjoyed the entire 
journey to this point. Playoffs have probably been the most hype part of the season 
for me though.

Fire ManaMID

Most of Jafys side lane shenanigans are usually highlights when I’m playing with 
him. I think my personal favorite was against FP when I was playing twitch and I 
accidentally fat fingered ult twice during laning phase. Sunga had recorded our 
comms in game 3, but I really wish someone was recording me in game 2 when I 
accidentally ulted.

Champion RedBOT

I mostly remember our team getting Jacoonked or losing to Amid split push. But 
playing every team felt unique and different which was cool. For me personally 
ammumu has been pretty good and I’ve had some interesting moments on him

Jacobdudar2SUP
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Blue Bayou Zoo

To BBZ Fire Mana & Jacobdudar2:  You are the new 
kids in our season, so tell us, now that you’re at the 
end, what’d you think?3.

This is the most fun I’ve ever had playing League. I don’t think I could properly 
express my gratitude towards all of the staff, players, and especially my teammates 
for being so friendly and welcoming. Genuinely appreciate all of you guys.

Fire ManaMID

I really love FOF, its been the most fun I’ve had playing this game.

Jacobdudar2SUP

MVP votes are about to be tallied. Who do you think 
deserves Season MVP the most?4.

I think AMID has been a very valuable asset to AWE. He’s a very flexible player and 
can do very well in most, if not all roles. He even solo carried a couple games that 
could’ve ended as a loss.

JafyTOP
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Regardless of the fact that I just clapped both of them, AMID and Jacoonk were 
really standout players in the regular season. AMID especially seemed critical to his 
team’s success. 

Fire ManaMID

I view MVP slightly differently than some people because to me the MVP is the player 
that brought the most to their team. For me the clear MVP is Jacoonk. The absolute 
dominance he had in the Mid lane throughout the season was a massive part of why 
FP was able to win so many games.

Champion RedBOT

If we win its going to be because of Jafy

Jacobdudar2SUP

Blue Bayou Zoo

How are you personally preparing for this final 
match?5.

I’ve just been grinding solo-queue games to keep the rust off. I’ve also been 
proacting a few new champs that might be seen on stage.

JafyTOP
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Same way BBZ has been practicing for every other series this playoffs: Barely.

Fire ManaMID

I’ve been enjoying my time playing other games. Personally I’ve found that when 
I grind too much league I underperform. For me FOF is mostly my entire time even 
playing league.

Champion RedBOT

Getting good sleep and a couple warm up games is how Ive been going through this 
whole season. Gonna have some int games before to get it out of system.

Jacobdudar2SUP

Blue Bayou Zoo

There is one last best-of-five left for you. What score 
do you predict?6.

I can see it going 3-2. A 3-0 finals isn’t fun for the viewers.

JafyTOP

So far none of the playoffs series have gone to five games, and I think if any of them 
are going to, it’s gonna be this one. 3-2 BBZ.

Fire ManaMID
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3-1 BBZ

Champion RedBOT

3-2 BBZ

Jacobdudar2SUP

Blue Bayou Zoo

When all this is over and Friend or Foe concludes 
it’s time on the internet, will you still be competing 
elsewhere? What’s next for you in esports? Will you 
try out other Leagues?

7.

Yeah, I’ll be looking to compete elsewhere with another team. We’re still looking for a 
good league though. It’s hard to choose when we have standards coming from FoF.

JafyTOP

I very well might. I can’t say for certain, but I’m a competitive guy at heart, and FoF 
has revitalized my interest in other independent organized leagues.

Fire ManaMID

Probably not. I’ve been a part of FOF for the last 2 years, and it truly is one of a kind.

Champion RedBOT

I will try to find more leagues like FOF

Jacobdudar2SUP
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Blue Bayou Zoo

Lastly, is there anything you’d like to say before the 
final official match begins?8.

Good Luck Have Fun, OVS. I hope you get enough sleep after the games.

JafyTOP

I warned you all that BBZ was unleashed now. I’ll let our gameplay speak for itself.

Fire ManaMID

GLHF, I’m looking forward to my final games in FOF regardless of outcome.

Champion RedBOT

Thank you Oriri

Jacobdudar2SUP



Now on SPOTIFY!

Hi, we also made some music for the show. It was a cool moment.

Listen Now

https://distrokid.com/hyperfollow/studiosongojonberry/friend-or-foe-esports-2022-tournament-soundtrack


THE FOF SHOP
is open!

THE FOF SHOP FOFESPORTS.COM/MERCH
BY CHRIS SUNGA & SIDNEY ELLIOTT
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Click to shop

https://www.fofesports.com/merch
https://www.fofesports.com/merch


$14.00 - 2 FoF Enamel Pins
Friend or Foe Ghosts and Edgar 
Allen Foe pins
2 pins per set
(1.25in)

$45.00 - FoF Hoodie
Friend or Foe Esports Hoodie
(black)

$27.00 - Friend/Foe Shirt
Friend or Foe Ghost Shirts
(Pink or Blue)

$45.00 - Championship 
Hoodies
Japanese Vending Machine line 
designed after winners of FoF
- ATL World Coffee
- ACE Boba
- I-N-Tea
- POG Divine Ramune
- REX Rush
- YUBI Cat Juice

THE FOF SHOP FOFESPORTS.COM/MERCH
BY CHRIS SUNGA & SIDNEY ELLIOTT

ITEMS

CURRENTLY SOLD OUT

CURRENTLY SOLD OUT

BACK IN STOCK
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COMING UP NEXT
FFS7

HEROIC LEAGUE
THE GRAND FINALS

Welcome to The Grand Finals!

OverSoul Esports has met Blue Bayou 

Zoo in the Grand Finals.

Who will become the final champion?
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Coming Up Next - Grand Finals

Grand Finals
 The Final Match

pg 40

OverSoul Esports
15-3

1st Seed

3rd Seed

Blue Bayou Zoo
11-7
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Blue Bayou Zoo (11-7)
3rd Seed

Blue Bayou Zoo has returned to the Grand Finals for 
the first time since Season 3, where they lost against 
Yuumiversal Basic Income. Three out of the five members 
are multi-finalist players facing against a completely new 
team in Friend or Foe - OverSoul Esports.

BBZ Jafy has appeared in the Grand Finals two times before 
Season 7. Last season being his first Championship run 
with Team AAAA. Jafy has been titled as the best top laner 
in FoF Heroic history. Despite his accolades, OVS thelimster 
has proven his worth as one of the most aggressive top 
laners in the season. This final matchup could cement who 
can really hold the title of FoF’s best top laner in history.

Starting Roster:

Jafy
Dakks

Fire Mana
Champion Red

jacobdudar2

BBZ Dakks has been widely considered one of 
the most aggressive junglers in FoF history. 
Sometimes to a fault, his aggression has led 
BBZ to many early victories propelling them 
into a solid midgame. On the other side, OVS 
Swiifty has proven to be just as aggressive. 
Who will come out on top?

BBZ Fire Mana is a brand new rookie coming 
into the final season of FoF. Right off the bat, 
he came out swinging, impressing a lot of 
casters and opposing mid laners with some 
of his signature picks. Despite this, Fire Mana 
hasn’t been able to prove himself well against 
Freedom Potatoes yet. Can Fire Mana stay 
reserved under the pressure in the Grand 
Finals?

BBZ Champion Red is a three-time champion, 
formerly a top laner for YUBI and a jungler for 
Team AAAA in Season 6. Red has dreamed 
of winning a title with his original squad for 
a long time. Now that the opportunity has 
presented itself, everything will come down to 
how well Red can play under the pressure of 
the final game. A well boiled egg in a bowl of 
ramen is necessary.

BBZ Jacobdudar 2 is another rookie making 
his Grand Finals debut. Jacob’s laning and 
teamfighting has been constantly highlighted 
in BBZ’s wins. A lot of engages ride on 
Jacob’s ability to play under pressure. Is 
Jacob the final key needed to grant BBZ a 
championship?
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OverSoul Esports (15-3)
1st Seed

OverSoul Esports Incarnate has made their first and last 
Grand Finals appearance in the final season of Friend or 
Foe. This new squad of seasoned players sought to take the 
league by storm right from the beginning, and so they did. 
They have one final challenge before they can claim the last 
crown - Blue Bayou Zoo.

OVS thelimster was easily a fan-favorite top laner to watch 
right from the get go. His aggressive laning and affliction 
for action made us in the Green Room drop our jaws almost 
every week. Thelimster will be up against BBZ Jafy, the best 
top laner in FoF Heroic history - an extremely appropriate 
matchup for the final game of Friend or Foe.

Starting Roster:

thelimster
Swiifty

Freedom Potatoes
maTsTaT
Skarloey

OVS Swiifty originally gathered this squad 
with the sole mission of winning the 
championship. His aggressive playstyle and 
shotcalling instantly propelled OVS to the top 
of the standings. Now, he’s up against Dakks, 
one of the most aggressive Junglers in FoF 
history. I truly wonder which of these two 
Junglers will come out on top.

OVS Freedom Potatoes had immediately 
caught the attention of every mid laner 
in FoF. His calm and cool playstyle was 
shined everytime he was in the right place 
at the right time in every game and never 
misstepped. How will Freedom Potatoes’ solid 
and defensive play fare against the wild card 
rookie, BBZ Fire Mana?

OVS maTsTaT has been an exceptionally 
solid ADC throughout the entire season. Matt 
currently has the highest KDA stat out of 
the entire team, which is showcased by his 
sometimes near-perfect play. His consistency 
will be matched up against Champion 
Red, another solid ADC that rarely makes 
mistakes. How will Matt compare against the 
season multi-champion?

OVS Skarloey has exponentially improved 
during his time in Friend or Foe. Coming in 
half-way through the split is a tough ask, 
so the fact that he’s played so well to make 
it to the Grand Finals speaks volumes. His 
initiative and decisionmaking has been proven 
to be faster than Jacobdudar’s, so I’m curious 
how this matchup turns out.
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